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COUNTRY: (U) ARGENTINA (AR)
SUBJECT: [REDACTED] AR ARMY OFFICERS WITH CHIEF OF STAFF (C/S) POTENTIAL (U)
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- [REDACTED]
- DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
DO: (U) 880609
(b)(1),(b)(3):10 USC 424,1,4 (c)

TEXT: 1. (b)(1),1,4 (c)
(b)(1),1,4 (c) PEDRAZZINI

HAD BEEN THE COMMANDER OF THE INFANTRY SCHOOL
IN CAMPO DE MAYO FOR A SHORT TIME WHEN THE SCHOOL
WAS TAKEN OVER DURING EASTER WEEK ON THE ORDERS
OF LTC ALDO ((RICO)). PEDRAZZINI IS CURRENTLY
IN A BOQ AT THE 1ST REGIMENT (PATRICIOS) AND
IS BEING INVESTIGATED FOR HIS FAILURE TO RESIST.
(b)(1),1,4 (b),1,4 (c) PEDRAZZINI'S SITUATION
(b)(1),1,4 (c)

(b)(1),1,4 (c) TO THE PEDRAZZINI CASE. CARIDI WAS
SYMPATHETIC AND SAID HE WOULD SEE WHAT HE COULD
DO. (b)(1),1,4 (c) REQUEST TO CARIDI,
He VISITED PEDRAZZINI. PEDRAZZINI TOLD HIM THAT
CARIDI HAD APPOINTED A NEW JUDGE, BG FRANCISCO
EDUARDO ((MACHINANDIARENA)). PEDRAZZINI, IN
IMPROVED SPIRITS, PROVIDED ______ WITH THE FOLLOWING
ASSESSMENT OF WHO WILL BE THE NEXT FIVE OR SIX
CHIEFS OF STAFF:

BG ENRIQUE JORGE ((BIANCHI)) IS A POSSIBLE INTERIM
C/S. NEXT WILL BE BG ROBERTO FELIPE ((DOMINGUEZ))
(INFANTRY). IF FOR SOME REASON DOMINGUEZ STUMBLES
BG ALFREDO MANUEL ((ARRILLAGA)) OR BG VALENTIN
OSVALDO ((VENIER)) WOULD STEP IN. AFTER DOMINGUEZ
WILL BE BG ISIDRO BONIFACIO ((CACERES)) (CAVALRY)
UNLESS HE STUMBLES. IN THAT CASE, BG MARTIN
FELIX ((BONNET)), BG OSVALDO ((CORDOBA)) OR
BGMACHINANDIARENA CULD GET ONE CALL. CACERES
WILL BE FOLLOWED BY BG OSCAR OSVALDO ((SALOMON))
(INFANTRY) OR POSSIBLY BG EUGENIO ALFREDO ((DALTON)), OR LESS LIKELY BG HORACIO GUILLERMO ((CANEIRO)). FOLLOWING SALOMON OR DALTON, WILL BE COL ENRIQUE BENITO ANTONIO ((LAURENTI)) (ARTILLERY) WITH EIGHT OTHER COLONELS HAVING A CHANCE. THEY ARE ALBERTO JORGE ((MAFFEY)), HECTOR LUBIN ((ARIA)), EDUARDO RUBEN ((FIO)RA), CARLOS ALBERTO ((QUEVEDO)), MARIO ANTONIO ((REMETIN)), MIGUEL ANGEL (ARMUA)), MIGUEL ENRIQUE ((CHICHIZOLA)), MAXIMO ROSENDO ((GROBA)), FRANCISCO RICARDO ((SALAS)). COL UBALDO DAVID ((COMINI)) (INFANTRY) IS ONE LIKELY SUCCESSOR TO LAURENTI. OTHER LEADING CONTENDERS ARE COLONELS MIGUEL ANGEL ((GIULIANO)), MARTIN RUIZ ((PALACIOS)), HECTOR ANTONIO ((ALFAYA)), CARLOS RICARDO ((SCHILLING)), HUGO JOSE B. ((TABBIA)), CARLOS MARIA ((ZABALA)), LUIS ALBERTO ((CLOUX)) AND AN BAL ((LAINO)).

OVER BONNET, CORDOBA OR MACHINANDIARENA. LAURENTI AND COMINI HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED WITH BRIGHT MILITARY FUTURES LARGELY AS A RESULT OF ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE. LAURENTI WAS REPORTEDLY NUMBER ONE IN HIS WAR COLLEGE CLASS. SCHILLING LIKewise HAS HIGH ACADEMIC CREDENTIALS AND IS NOW 85-90 PERCENT WELL AGAIN AFTER SUFFERING A MILD STROKE APPROXIMATELY SEPTEMBER 1987.
2. PEDRAZZINI HAD A BRIGHT FUTURE PRIOR TO EASTER WEEK. HIS CHANCES OF PROMOTION TO ENERAL WERE CONSIDERED GOOD. HIS KNOWLEDGE OF THE OFFICERS AND THEIR CHANCES OF BECOMING FUTURE C/S ARE PROBABLY GOOD AND ARE IN LINE WITH THE GENERAL ATTITUDES MOST COMMONLY HEARD AS TO WHICH OFFICERS HAVE C/S POTENTIAL.
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